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A B S T R A C T

Farmers often install subsurface drainage systems to improve yields on wet soils, which has large impacts on the
hydrological system. The present study uses an ensemble of machine learning models to map the extent of
artificially drained areas in Denmark. The prediction is based on 745 field observations, of which one third is
held out for evaluation, and 46 covariate layers. A library of 308 models is trained using 77 machine learning
methods and four datasets containing either a combination of topographic variables, satellite imagery, soil
properties and land use information or principal components based on these variables.

A stepwise algorithm then selects models from the library, based on their predictions on a hillclimb dataset.
The results show that models trained using principal components generally yielded a better performance than
the models trained with the raw covariates. Furthermore, the best results were obtained when only a random
fraction of the models was available for selection at each step. The covariates that were most important for the
prediction of artificially drained areas mostly related to soil properties and topography. Overall, the ensemble
predicted artificially drained areas with an accuracy of 76.5%. The study demonstrates machine learning as an
accurate method for mapping artificially drained areas, which is likely to benefit both farmers and decision
makers.

1. Introduction

Soil drainage is a major agricultural concern, as insufficient drai-
nage can greatly reduce crop yields (Collaku and Harrison, 2002; Ren
et al., 2014; Watson et al., 1976). Farmers often respond to poor drai-
nage conditions by installing subsurface drainage pipes in the soil. In-
formation on the location of the pipes is often important to both farmers
and environmentalists as it is necessary when new pipes are installed
(Allred et al., 2004; Allred and Redman, 2010), and because the systems
influence the hydrological cycle (Boland-Brien et al., 2014) and the
leaching of nutrients (Ernstsen et al., 2015). The individual contractors
that conduct the drainage work rarely keep shared records of the
drainage systems, leading to a loss of information. Consequently, there
is a strong interest in methods, which can map artificially drained areas.

Studies have shown that ground-penetrating radar can reliably lo-
cate drainage pipes at the field level, unless the soil is water saturated
or has a high clay content (Allred et al., 2004; Allred and Redman,
2010).

In larger areas, studies have mapped drainage systems based on
aerial photography (Northcott et al., 2000; Verma et al., 1996), an
approach which later studies automated by means of image processing
techniques (Naz et al., 2009; Naz and Bowling, 2008). The two later
studies masked out areas without potential for artificial drainage using

a simple decision tree model based on land cover, slope and soil drai-
nage class. Thayn et al. (2011) further developed the use of aerial
photography by using photographs taken before and after a rainfall
event.

Other studies have favored statistical approaches, usually covering
large areas at a coarse resolution. These studies have usually mapped
the probability of artificial drainage, rather than the individual drai-
nage pipes. Behrendt et al. (2003) combined information from statis-
tical yearbooks with a survey of expert authorities, while Hirt et al.
(2005) combined maps of artificially drained areas with a map of soil
classes in order to extrapolate the results.

Feick et al. (2005) mapped the percentages of artificially drained
areas of the World on a 5×5minute grid based mostly on international
datasets. The final map contained 167million hectares of artificially
drained land globally. Sugg (2007) estimated the percentages of arti-
ficially drained areas at county level for 18 states in the USA, using
maps of soil drainage classes and the extent of row crops.

Tetzlaff et al. (2009) combined the identification of artificially
drained areas from aerial photography with a statistical approach. The
authors first identified 2734 artificially drained fields in 231 aerial
photographs from northern Germany. The authors then split the study
area into 51 parts based on a number of geographic variables and
calculated the percentage of artificially drained areas for each of the
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parts.
Machine learning present a possible further development of the

statistical approaches previously applied. Numerous studies have
shown that machine learning models, combining soil observations with
maps of known variables, can successfully predict soil properties
(McBratney et al., 2003; Scull et al., 2003). The decision to install
subsurface drainage systems depends largely on the natural conditions
of the soil, and in turn, they affect the surrounding soil and vegetation.
It is therefore likely that an approach based on machine learning can
predict the extent of artificially drained areas.

Researchers have used a large number of approaches in order to
map soil properties. These include discriminant analysis (Bell et al.,
1992, 1994; Kravchenko et al., 2002), artificial neural networks (Zhao
et al., 2013; Zhao et al., 2008), logistic modelling (Campling et al.,
2002) and decision tree analysis (Adhikari et al., 2014; Giasson et al.,
2011; Henderson et al., 2005) amongst others.

Some studies have compared methods or variations on methods in
order to optimize the predictions (Giasson et al., 2011; Knotters et al.,
1995; Zhao et al., 2013). However, ensembles of diverse models can
often achieve a better performance than individual, optimal models
(Breiman, 1996; Dietterich, 2000). Despite this finding, only few stu-
dies have combined predictions from several methods for mapping soil
properties. Malone et al. (2014) tested several methods of model
averaging for combining the predictions from a disaggregated con-
ventional soil map and a regression tree model. Later, while mapping
soil properties globally, Hengl et al. (2017) averaged the predictions of
two machine learning models for each soil property in order to avoid
overshooting effects of the individual models.

To our knowledge, no studies have combined predictions of soil
properties from more than two models. There are several algorithms for
creating ensembles with one type of model. Boosting (Freund and
Schapire, 1996) successively adds weight to instances with incorrect
predictions and builds new models using the weights, while bagging
(Breiman, 1996) trains a number of independent models by drawing
bootstrap samples from the training data. However, a different ap-
proach is necessary in order to combine models of different types.

Caruana et al. (2004) presented a solution in the form of the se-
lective ensemble technique. The technique first trains a ‘library’ con-
taining a large number of models based on various machine learning
algorithms. An algorithm then builds an ensemble by forward stepwise
selection of models from the library.

The present study uses the selective ensemble technique for the
prediction of artificially drained areas in Denmark. Firstly, we test two
ways of avoiding overfitting while selecting models for the ensemble.
Secondly, we test an approach for reducing the prediction time of the
ensemble by taking the prediction times of the models into account in
the selection process.

We base our study on 745 field observations on the presence of
artificial drainage and 46 environmental covariates, including soil
properties, topographic variables, satellite imagery, land use informa-
tion and climatic data.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study area

Denmark is a country in northern Europe at 54.56–57.75°N and
8.08–15.20°E (Fig. 1) with a total area of 43,000 km2. The terrain is
mostly weakly undulating and flat with a mean elevation of 31m and a
maximum elevation of 171m. The dominant parent material in the
eastern part of the country is loamy Weichselian moraine, while sandy
deposits dominate in the western part of the country in the form of
Weichselian outwash plains and Saalian moraine. The climate is tem-
perate coastal with temperatures ranging from 1.5 °C in January to
16.3 °C in July in the period 2001–2010. The mean annual precipitation
ranges from about 650mm in the eastern part of the country to about

875mm in the western part with a mean value of 770mm (Wang,
2013). The main land use is agriculture, accounting for 66% of the area,
while natural vegetation and urban areas make up 16% and 10% of the
area, respectively (Statistics Denmark, n.d.).

Olesen (2009) estimated that approximately 50% of the agricultural
area of Denmark is artificially drained. Drainage work started in 1848
and occurred mainly during two periods when the government sub-
sidized the work. In the second half of the 19th century, drainage work
focused on the loamy moraines of eastern Denmark. However, from the
1930s to the 1970s, most drainage work took place in wetland areas in
the western part of the country (Hansen et al., 2004; Madsen, 2010).

2.2. Input data

In this study, the full dataset consisted of 745 point observations of
the presence or absence of artificial drainage systems (Fig. 1). The
observations were collected for a previous study mapping the prob-
ability of artificial drainage (Olesen, 2009). 571 observations were
collected from the locations of soil profiles situated in a 7 km grid,
while 174 observations were collected from additional sites without soil
observations. The dataset contained 401 artificially drained locations
and 344 locations without artificial drainage. We used two thirds of the
observations for the training dataset and one third for evaluation. The
full dataset comprised 46 covariates extracted from map layers
(Table 1).

The covariate layers comprised topographic variables, data on soil
texture and parent material, satellite imagery and data on land use,
cropping history and climate (Table 1). We calculated the topographic
variables from a digital elevation model (DEM) with a 30.4-meter grid
size aggregated from a model with a 1.6-meter resolution as the mean
value of the underlying 19×19 grid cells. The topographic variables
included the depth to the groundwater interpolated from point ob-
servations and extracted from a hydrological model (Henriksen et al.,
2012). We transformed the groundwater levels from the original 500-
meter resolution of the hydrological model to the 30.4-meter resolution
of the DEM by means of bilinear interpolation with the tool Resample in
ArcMap.

The satellite imagery was a mosaic of Landsat 8 scenes from March
2014, which was the only month with cloud-free images in the entire
study area, resampled to the 30.4-meter resolution of the DEM (NASA
Landsat Program, 2014). The imagery comprised the surface reflectance
from the raw bands as well as normalized indices for vegetation, soil-
adjusted vegetation, moisture and water.

The study used maps of clay contents produced by Adhikari et al.
(2013), aggregating the original depth intervals into four new intervals
as weighed means, and a map of soil drainage classes produced by
Møller et al. (2017). Soil data also included rasterized choropleth maps
of geology (Jakobsen et al., 2015), landscape elements (Madsen et al.,
1992) and wetland areas (Greve et al., 2014).

The land use map consisted of CORINE 2012 data (European
Environment Agency, 2014). We based the cropping history on a digital
field map with the farmers' registration for the common agricultural
policy (The Danish Agricultural Agency, 2014). We divided the crops
into categories depending on their drainage dependence, understood as
the potential negative effect of water saturation on crop yields. We then
counted the number of years with each category in the period
2011–2014. Drainage-dependent crops comprised mostly winter cereals
while possibly drainage-dependent crops were in most cases spring
cereals. Most of the drainage-independent crops were grasses for var-
ious uses. We distinguish between drainage-dependent and possibly
drainage-dependent crops because Denmark has a precipitation surplus
during the winter. Poor drainage conditions in the soil are therefore
more likely to affect winter cereals than spring cereals.

We interpolated the precipitation data from point data by means of
kriging.

For the point observations with soil profiles, we used the clay
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contents, drainage classes, geology, landscape elements and wetland
classes observed in the profiles. For the other points and other covari-
ates, we extracted the cell values from the raster layers to the points
with the tool Extract Multi Values to Points in ArcMap.

As some of the methods used in the study can only handle numeric
variables, we converted the categorical covariates to a number of
binary numeric variables equal to the number of classes, which in-
creased the number of covariates to 73. As some of the methods are
vulnerable to high-dimensional data, redundant covariates, or correla-
tion between the covariates, we produced additional datasets using
principal component analysis. We carried out the analysis on 100,000
points randomly sampled from the covariate layers and produced map
layers of the principal components (PCs) and three new datasets con-
taining the first 10, 20 and 44 PCs, respectively. The PCs in the new
datasets explained 51.7%, 70.5% and 95.2% of the variance in the data,
respectively (Fig. 2). Table S2 in the supplementary materials presents
the weights of the covariates in the PCs.

2.3. Model library

The library included models trained with 77 different methods re-
presenting different machine learning algorithms or different im-
plementations of the same algorithms (Table S1 in the supplementary
materials). For example, the methods rf (Breiman et al., 2015), ranger
(Wright and Ziegler, 2015) and Rborist (Seligman, 2017) are all im-
plementations of the random forest algorithm (Breiman, 2001). We
chose methods by trial and error using all classification methods in the
R package caret (Kuhn, 2008). We omitted methods if they produced
errors, did not provide class probabilities or failed to make predictions
within the framework of the clusterR function of the R package raster
(Hijmans et al., 2016).

Most of the methods were implementations of decision tree algo-
rithms (n= 29), discriminant analysis (n= 16), regression analysis
(n= 15), artificial neural networks (n=7), or support vector machines
(n=6). The remaining methods were nearest neighbor analyses
(n=2), Naïve Bayes (n= 1) and nearest centroid (n=1).

For each method, we trained four models, using the datasets con-
taining the raw covariates and 10, 20 and 44 PCs, respectively. As a

result, the library contained 308 models. Each model was optimized
using 10-fold cross calculation in the caret R package (Kuhn, 2008)
using the same resampling indices for each model. In order to measure
the time necessary to produce predictions with the models, we tested
the prediction time of each model in ten 19×19 km areas (Fig. 3) and
averaged the times over the areas. We selected the center points of the
test areas using conditioned Latin Hypercube Sampling (Minasny and
McBratney, 2006) on the x- and y-coordinates of the study area in order
to ensure a representative spatial distribution.

2.4. Model ensembles

Caruana et al. (2004) split the dataset into three parts: A dataset for
training the models, a ‘hillclimb’ dataset for selecting the models, and
an independent evaluation dataset. The hillclimb dataset is a separate
dataset held out from the model training process. Each model calculates
predictions for the hillclimb dataset, and the ensemble technique uses
the predictions on the hillclimb dataset for choosing models. In each
step, the technique tests how each of the models in the library affects
the accuracy of the ensemble's combined predictions on the hillclimb
dataset. The technique then selects the model, which provides the
highest accuracy on the hillclimb dataset.

The hillclimb dataset is necessary because many algorithms have a
better accuracy on the data used for training the model than on new
data. Using the training dataset for model selection would therefore
cause the ensemble technique to choose models, which overfit the
training data. Caruana et al. (2004) suggested that researchers could
reuse the training dataset in place of a separate hillclimb dataset by
cross calculating the model predictions.

The study found the best results when the algorithm could only
choose from a randomly sampled fraction of the models in the library at
each step. If all models in the library were available, the ensemble
would overfit as it repeatedly chose the same models. The results also
showed that the size of this fraction had different optimal values for
various problems.

Caruana et al. (2004) used the term ‘validation’ for the independent
accuracy assessment of the ensemble. However, Oreskes (1998) argues
that one cannot validate models of complex natural systems in the true

Fig. 1. Study area and input data. Observations on the
presence of artificial drainage systems in Denmark from
Olesen (2009) are shown along with their division into
datasets used for training the statistical models and for
evaluating the performance of the models and the model
ensembles, respectively. The box in the upper right corner
shows the location of Denmark in Europe.
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sense of the word and suggests “evaluation” as a replacement. The
presence of artificial drainage systems depends both on the natural
conditions in the soil and on human agency over a period of more than
a hundred years. We therefore believe that the statement is relevant for
this study and adopt the term ‘evaluation’.

The present study used a modified version of the technique de-
scribed by Caruana et al. (2004) to select models from the library. As
the probabilities on the training dataset were predicted using cross
evaluation, it was possible to use them for the hillclimb dataset. In each
iteration, a randomly sampled fraction f of the models in the library
were available for selection. The algorithm tested each of these models
by adding it to the ensemble and averaging the probabilities of artificial
drainage predicted by the model in question and the models already in
the ensemble. It then transformed the probabilities into classes, using a
probability of 0.50 as the cutoff value, and calculated the performance.
The algorithm finally selected the model, which yielded the best

performance for the ensemble. We calculated the performance on the
hillclimb and evaluation datasets as kappa (K):
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where po is the observed agreement between observations and predic-
tions, pe is the hypothetical probability of chance agreement, N is the
total number of observations, m is the number of classes, Eii is the sum
of diagonal elements in the confusion matrix, nij is the number of ob-
servations in row i, and nji is the number of observations in column i.

Table 1
Covariate layers for the prediction of artificially drained areas. The table lists the name of each layer, along with an explanation and its source, its mean value and the range of the values,
or the number of classes for categorical variables.

Name Explanation Mean (min - max)/number of classes

Topographic variables
asp_cos Cosine of the surface aspect 0.01 (−1.00–1.00)
asp_sin Sine of the surface aspect −0.03 (−1.00–1.00)
Bluespot Depth of sinks (m) 0.1 (0.0–30.8)
curv_plan Plan curvature 0.0 (−5.1–5.3)
curv_prof Profile curvature 0.0 (−7.3–6.1)
Demdetrend Elevation minus the mean elevation in a 4 km radius (m) 1.0 (−57.9–98.8)
Dirinsola Direct insolation (kWh/year) 1269 (331–1691)
Elevation Elevation above sea level (m) 31.0 (−11.9–170.3)
Flowaccu Number of upslope cells 63 (1–110,908)
gwd_intp Depth to groundwater table interpolated from well observations and surface water 6.6 (0.0–111.6)
gwd_model Depth to groundwater table from hydrological model 5.5 (0.0–108.2)
hdtochn Horizontal distance to the nearest waterbody 235.6 (0.0–3238.4)
midslppos Mid-slope position 0.3 (0.0–1.0)
mrvbf Multi-resolution index of valley bottom flatness 4.3 (0.0–10.8)
sagawi SAGA wetness index 14.5 (6.9–19.1)
slpdeg Surface slope gradient (degrees) 1.5 (0.0–60.4)
slptochn Downhill gradient to the nearest waterbody (degrees) 1.1 (0.0–52.6)
twi Topographic wetness index; Calculated as TWI= ln(a/tan b): where a is flow accumulation, and b is local slope

gradient
5.9 (0.0–54.6)

valldepth Valley depth (m) 7.4 (0.0–89.1)
vdtochn Vertical distance to the nearest waterbody (m) 4.1 (0.0–96.6)

Satellite imagery
LS8_band1 Landsat 8 Band 1 surface reflectance, March 2014 (Ultra blue) 369 (−399–15,471)
LS8_band2 Landsat 8 Band 2 surface reflectance, March 2014 (Blue) 438 (−407–15,769)
LS8_band3 Landsat 8 Band 3 surface reflectance, March 2014 (Green) 655 (−261–15,843)
LS8_band4 Landsat 8 Band 4 surface reflectance, March 2014 (Red) 697 (−479–16,000)
LS8_band5 Landsat 8 Band 5 surface reflectance, March 2014 (Near infrared) 2295 (−77–15,955)
LS8_band6 Landsat 8 Band 6 surface reflectance, March 2014 (Shortwave infrared 1) 1993 (−26–16,000)
LS8_band7 Landsat 8 Band 7 surface reflectance, March 2014 (Shortwave infrared 2) 1334 (−5–17,082)
ndmi Normalized difference moisture index; (Band 5 - Band 6)/(Band 5+Band 6) 0.06 (−0.94–0.97)
ndvi Normalized difference vegetation index; (Band 5 - Band 4)/(Band 5+Band 4) 0.52 (−1.00–0.98)
ndwi Normalized difference water index (Band 5 - Band 3)/(Band 5+Band 3) −0.55 (−0.97–1.00)
savi Soil-adjusted vegetation index; (Band 5 - Band 4)*(1+0.5)/(Band 5+Band 4+0.5) 0.3 (−0.2–0.7)

Soil and parent material
Clay_a Clay content, 0–30 cm (%) 8.3 (0.0–51.2)
Clay_b Clay content, 30–60 cm (%) 10.0 (0.0–62.7)
Clay_c Clay content, 60–100 cm (%) 11.3 (0.0–59.1)
Clay_d Clay content, 100–200 cm (%) 11.2 (0.0–57.1)
dc Soil drainage class 2.9 (1–5)
Geology Scanned and registered geological map (Scale 1:25,000) 10 classes
Georeg Scanned geographical regions map (Scale 1:100,000) 7 classes
Landscape Landform types (Scale 1:100,000) 11 classes
Wetland Shows the presence of non-wetlands (0), wetlands (1), central wetlands (2) and peat areas (3) (Scale 1:20,000) 0.3 (0–3)

Land use, cropping history and climate
Crops_data Years with crop data in the period 2011–2014 3.1 (0–4)
Crops_drain Years with drainage-dependent crops in the period 2011–2014 1.5 (0–4)
Crops_maybedrain Years with possibly drainage-dependent crops in the period 2011–2014 1.3 (0–4)
Crops_nodrain Years with drainage-independent crops in the period 2011–2014 0.2 (0–4)
Landuse CORINE land cover data adopted in Denmark (Scale 1:100,000) 3 classes
Precipitation Mean annual precipitation in the period 1961–1990 interpolated from point data (mm) 718 (473–963)
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We tested two modifications to the technique. In the first mod-
ification, we bagged the hillclimb dataset in each iteration by sampling
the original hillclimb dataset with replacement. In this way, the hill-
climb dataset becomes a moving target, which might alleviate the
tendency to overfitting described by Caruana et al. (2004).

In the second modification, the algorithm divides the performance
by the sum of the prediction times of the models in the ensemble as
measured in the test areas. The original technique only takes the ac-
curacy of the predictions into account. However, the models that pro-
vide the best accuracies may be computationally heavy, leading them to
require a long span of time to produce a map. Implementing prediction
times in the model selection process should give an advantage towards
models, which give a good prediction in a short span of time.

We tested both modifications separately and in combination for a

total of four experiments:
Experiment 1: Unaltered hillclimb dataset; simple performance.
Experiment 2: Bagged hillclimb dataset; simple performance.
Experiment 3: Unaltered hillclimb dataset; performance divided by

prediction time.
Experiment 4: Bagged hillclimb dataset; performance divided by

prediction time.
In each experiment, the fraction of models available for selection (f)

varied from 0.05 to 1.00 in 20 steps. For each value of f, we created 100
ensembles with 100 iterations each and averaged the results.

The evaluation during the experiments comprised the performance
of the ensembles after 100 iterations as well as the performance that
they reached before the combined prediction times exceeded 300 s as
measured in the test areas. We then produced a final ensemble using the
approach that provided the best performance within 300 s and used it to
predict artificially drained areas for the non-urban, non-forested land
area of Denmark.

We chose 300 s as the maximum threshold for the prediction times
for the test areas, as we assumed that the prediction times were pro-
portional to the size of the areas. Given this assumption, the maximum
prediction time for Denmark, with an area of 43,000 km2 should be
approximately 10 h, which we considered as the allowable maximum
for the final ensemble.

The evaluation of the final ensemble also included simple accuracy
(percent correctly predicted) in addition to K, as it is more easily in-
terpreted.

2.5. Covariate importance

We calculated covariate importance measures for the PCs and the
raw covariates. For the models in the final ensemble, which were able
to provide covariate importance measures, we scaled the importance
provided by the models to 100 for the most importance covariate.

In order to measure the importance of the original covariates of the
models trained using PCs, we multiplied the importance of each PC
with the absolute weight of each of the covariates for the PC in ques-
tion. We then calculated the sum of these products for each covariate
over the PCs and scaled them to 100 for the most important covariate.
We repeated the procedure for each of the models.

3. Results

3.1. Model library

Most of the models in the ensemble had prediction times of< 60 s
while a few had prediction times of several minutes (Fig. 4A). The
models trained using PCs had shorter prediction times than the models
trained with the raw covariates. The prediction times generally de-
creased with the number of PCs. The K achieved on the hillclimb and
evaluation datasets was in the range of 0.3–0.5 for most models. A
minority of the models had a poorer performance and very few had a
better performance (Fig. 4B and Fig. 4C). The models trained on da-
tasets with PCs generally had a higher performance than the models
trained on the dataset with raw covariates. Only seven methods
achieved their best performance with the raw covariates. On the other
hand, 20 methods reached their best performance with 10 PCs, and 35
methods had their best performance with 20 PCs. Only 15 methods
achieved their best performance with 44 PCs. Model performance on
the evaluation dataset correlated with performance on the hillclimb
dataset (R2= 0.66, n=308, p < 0.05).

There was generally little variation in the prediction times between
the test areas for each model. The coefficient of variation between the
test areas varied from 0.4% to 42.6% with a mean value of 4.4% for the
individual models in the library.
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Fig. 2. Cumulative variance explained by the principal components (PCs) calculated from
the covariate layers versus the number of PCs. The thick line shows the cumulative dis-
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20 (dashed line) and 44 PCs (solid line).

Fig. 3. The location of the ten test areas used to measure the prediction time of each
model in the library. The labels show the ID of each test area.
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3.2. Ensemble testing

In each experiment, the performance on the hillclimb dataset gen-
erally improved with higher values of f, while the performance on the
evaluation dataset deteriorated (Fig. 5). The ensembles created in Ex-
periment 1 achieved the best performance on the hillclimb dataset

followed by the ensembles created in Experiment 3. This was the case
both for the full ensembles and with a prediction time threshold of
300 s. The performance of the ensembles created in Experiment 3 and
Experiment 4 depended less on f than the performance of the ensembles
created in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2.

With 100 iterations, the ensembles created in Experiment 1 and
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Fig. 4. Cumulative distribution of the models trained on the dataset with raw covariates (Raw) and on the datasets containing 10, 20 and 44 principal components (PCs), respectively,
versus their mean prediction time on the test areas (A) and their predictive performance on the hillclimb dataset (B) and the evaluation dataset (C).

Fig. 5. The predictive performance, total prediction times
and number of models in the ensembles created in each
experiment versus the model availability parameter f. Lines
are averages of 100 repetitions for each experiment. A:
Performance achieved on the hillclimb dataset after 100
iterations in each experiment. B: Performance achieved on
the hillclimb dataset within 300 s in each experiment. C:
Performance achieved on the evaluation dataset after 100
iterations in each experiment. D: Performance achieved on
the evaluation dataset within 300 s in each experiment. E:
Mean prediction time of the full ensembles created in each
experiment. F: Number of unique models in the ensembles
after 100 iterations.
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Experiment 3 achieved the best performance on the evaluation dataset
(Fig. 5C). However, when using a prediction time threshold of 300 s, the
best performance was achieved in Experiment 2 and Experiment 4.
Within 300 s, the ensembles created in Experiment 4 obtained the best
performance on the evaluation dataset across most values of f. At
f=0.05, the ensembles created in Experiment 2 and Experiment 4 had
nearly the same performance.

The ensembles created in Experiment 3 had the longest total pre-
diction times across all values of f, followed by the ensembles produced
in Experiment 1 (Fig. 5E). The total prediction times of the ensembles of
Experiment 1 decreased sharply with higher values of f. The ensembles
created in Experiment 2 and Experiment 4 had short total prediction
times across all values of f. Likewise, the ensembles created in Experi-
ment 3 contained the largest number of unique models across all values
of f followed by the ensembles created in Experiment 1 (Fig. 5F). The
ensembles created in Experiment 2 and 4 contained a relatively low
number of models, but their prediction times were still short compared
to the number of models.

3.3. Final ensemble

We used the technique of Experiment 2 and a prediction time
threshold of 300 s to create the final ensemble. The performance
achieved within 300 s was similar in Experiment 2 and 4, but we chose
the technique of Experiment 2 as it was the simplest approach. The
resulting ensemble contained 36 models chosen over 82 iterations
(Fig. 6). The performance on the hillclimb dataset improved steadily
but not uniformly with the number of iterations. On the other hand, the
performance on the evaluation dataset improved over the first 20
iterations with some degree of noise followed by stabilization. The final
performance on the evaluation dataset was K=0.526 and a simple
accuracy of 76.5%. The ensemble chose some models several times, and
it therefore contained 36 unique models although the number of
iterations was higher.

The final ensemble contained models trained using a wide array of
methods (Table 2). On the other hand, the dataset containing 10 PCs
was by far the most frequent dataset in the ensemble. The ensemble
contained only two models trained on the dataset with 20 PCs. There
was only moderate correlation between the prediction times in the test
area and the prediction times for the total area (R2=0.45, n=36,
p < 0.05). The total prediction time for the entire study area was 1 h
and 35min.

There was a clear relationship between the standard deviation (SD)
of the probabilities of artificial drainage predicted by the models in the

ensemble and the mean probability of artificial drainage (Fig. 7). At
mean probabilities of approximately 0.3 and 0.7, the SD was generally
low. The SD was generally larger at an intermediate mean probability of
0.5 and towards the extremes of the probability spectrum.

The relationship between the accuracy of the predictions and the
probability of artificial drainage was very clear, as the predictions were
generally most uncertain for cases with an intermediate probability
(Fig. 8A). In the probability interval from 0.4 to 0.6, the accuracy was
approximately 60%, while it was much higher for cases with lower or
higher probabilities of artificial drainage. On the other hand, there was
no clear relationship between the SD of the probabilities and the ac-
curacy of the predictions (Fig. 8B).

Most of the models in the ensemble had short prediction times. The
models in the library had a mean prediction time in the test areas of
49.4 ± 60.9 s (± 1 SD), while the models in the ensemble had a mean
prediction time of 8.2 ± 1.7 s (± 1 SD). However, the models in the
ensemble had a similar predictive performance to the models in the
library. The mean value of K was 0.43 ± 0.11 (± 1 SD) on the eva-
luation dataset for the models in the library and 0.44 ± 0.10 (± 1 SD)
for the models in the ensemble. The final ensemble had a higher pre-
dictive performance on the evaluation dataset than the best model in
the ensemble (K=0.53 vs. 0.51).

The models in the ensemble displayed a higher degree of internal
correlation than the models in the library. Internal R2 for the prob-
abilities of artificial drainage predicted on the evaluation dataset was
0.71 ± 0.22 (± 1 SD) for the models in the library and 0.77 ± 0.21
(± 1 SD) for the models in the ensemble.

Six of the models in the library achieved a better performance on
the evaluation dataset than the final ensemble. However, these models
generally had an intermediate performance on the hillclimb dataset, as
only two of them were in the top 100 models with the best perfor-
mance. Furthermore, only one of the models was in the top 50. This
model reached the third best performance on the evaluation dataset and
the sixth best performance on the hillclimb dataset. Its method was a
conditional inference forest algorithm (cforest) (Hothorn et al., 2017)
and its input data contained 44 PCs. Its mean prediction time in the test
areas was 193 s.

3.4. Covariate importance

Only 15 of the models in the final ensemble could provide variable
importance measures (Table 2). For these models, PC3 was invariably
the most important variable for the prediction followed by PC1
(Table 3). PC3 mostly related to the clay content of the soil, the pre-
sence of wetlands and the depth to the groundwater. On the other hand,
PC1 mostly related to the satellite-derived covariates (Supplementary
Table S2).

The clay contents of the soil at various depths were the most im-
portant original covariates for the prediction of artificially drained
areas followed by the precipitation. Both layers of the depth to the
groundwater proved to be important for the prediction, as was soil
drainage class and wetland areas. The categorical covariates mostly
related to soil texture. For example, the geological classes clayey till and
glaciofluvial sand relate to clayey and sandy soils, respectively. The
Normalized Difference Moisture Index (ndmi) was the only Landsat 8-
derived covariate in the top 20.

3.5. Mapping

The probability maps of the individual models in the final ensemble
generally showed the same patterns, although there were marked dif-
ferences (Fig. 9). The SD of the probabilities is generally low, while a
few areas have very high SDs amongst the probabilities.

The final ensemble mostly predicted artificially drained areas on the
loamy tills of eastern Denmark and in the large wetlands areas of
northern Denmark (Fig. 10). In total, the ensemble predicted artificially
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drained areas in 49.4% of the study area. The SD of the probabilities
predicted by the models was smallest on the Weichselian moraine in
eastern Denmark and in the outwash plains and Saalian moraine of
western Jutland. The SD between the probabilities was largest in small
areas such as wetland areas, especially the marsh areas of southwestern
Denmark.

4. Discussion

4.1. Model library

The models trained with PCs had shorter prediction times and a
better predictive performance than the models trained with the raw
covariates. The shorter prediction times are most likely due to the lower
dimensionality of the datasets with PCs, which makes the models less
computationally expensive. This also explains why the dataset con-
taining only 10 PCs resulted in the lowest prediction times. On the other
hand, the higher predictive performance is most likely due to the vul-
nerability of many methods to redundant or correlated covariates.

We converted all categorical variables to numeric variables to en-
sure that that all methods could use the data. However, some machine
learning methods use categorical covariates efficiently. For example,
the C5.0 decision tree algorithm can make multiway splits based on
categorical covariates (Kim and Loh, 2001).

In this study, we chose methods for the model library by trial and
error, as it was a simple and efficient approach. It is possible that we
could have built a better model library if we had chosen methods in a
more objective manner. This question is a potential object for future
studies. Furthermore, it is possible that some of the methods that we
discarded would have been useful to the ensemble if we had been able
to implement them.

Caruana et al. (2004) used a library with thousands of models, while
in this study it contained only 308 models. In addition, in this study we
used only the optimized models. The optimization process discards
several models for each method, as they do not have the best

Table 2
Models in the final ensemble for predicting artificially drained areas. The method and training data of each model, its weight in the ensemble, the number of the iteration at which it was
first chosen, its mean prediction time in the test areas, and its prediction time for the total area is shown. The models are sorted firstly by weight (descending order), secondly by first
chosen (ascending order).

Method Training data Weight First chosen (iteration) Prediction time, test areas (seconds) Prediction time, total area (seconds) Covariate importance

LogitBoost 10 PCs 5 2 7.2 131 No
xgbTree 10 PCs 5 14 7.1 119 Yes
gcvEarth 10 PCs 4 3 8.0 163 Yes
fda 10 PCs 4 4 7.6 215 Yes
glmStepAIC 10 PCs 4 5 7.6 158 No
lda2 10 PCs 4 22 7.6 187 No
svmLinear2 10 PCs 4 25 7.3 151 No
rpart2 10 PCs 4 50 7.2 121 Yes
sda 10 PCs 3 17 7.4 152 No
nnet 10 PCs 3 21 7.1 117 Yes
gbm 10 PCs 3 24 7.3 122 Yes
pda2 10 PCs 3 30 7.7 220 No
evtree 10 PCs 3 32 7.2 116 No
rf 10 PCs 3 51 8.5 191 Yes
dwdLinear 10 PCs 2 7 7.7 151 No
bdk 10 PCs 2 9 8.0 177 No
ctree2 10 PCs 2 10 7.9 123 No
rpart 10 PCs 2 27 7.1 116 Yes
dnn 10 PCs 2 29 8.1 186 No
rpart1SE 10 PCs 2 38 7.1 117 Yes
pam 10 PCs 2 40 7.3 175 Yes
pls 10 PCs 2 54 7.7 174 Yes
C5.0 10 PCs 1 1 9.1 374 Yes
C5.0Tree 10 PCs 1 8 9.1 374 Yes
kknn 10 PCs 1 11 9.2 230 No
ctree 10 PCs 1 15 8.0 122 No
bayesglm 10 PCs 1 16 8.5 180 No
xyf 10 PCs 1 23 8.0 180 No
sparseLDA 10 PCs 1 42 7.2 201 No
knn 10 PCs 1 44 8.3 172 No
rf 20 PCs 1 53 14.8 351 Yes
ctree 20 PCs 1 63 14.8 289 No
pcaNNet 10 PCs 1 69 8.6 167 No
simpls 10 PCs 1 70 7.7 169 Yes
blackboost 10 PCs 1 76 8.5 138 No
lda 10 PCs 1 80 7.7 185 No
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performance for the method in question. It is possible that some sub-
optimal models would be useful in an ensemble, as ensembles thrive on
dissimilar models (Breiman, 1996; Dietterich, 2000).

Caruana et al. (2004) also split the bagged decision tree models into
their constituent decision trees and allowed the algorithm to choose the
individual decision trees for the ensemble, which increased the number
of models available for selection.

4.2. Ensemble testing

The performance on the hillclimb and evaluation datasets showed
clearly distinct patterns, as the performance on the hillclimb dataset

generally increased with f while the performance on the evaluation
dataset deteriorated. Caruana et al. (2004) found that this dissimilarity
was due to overfitting with high values of f. The results in this study
confirm the unsuitability of the hillclimb dataset for assessing the
performance of the ensemble.

Another difference in the performance on the hillclimb and eva-
luation dataset appeared in the performance achieved within a total
prediction time of 300 s. In this case, the performance on the hillclimb
dataset was highest for the ensembles without prediction times im-
plemented. On the other hand, the performance on the evaluation da-
taset was highest with prediction times implemented. This shows
clearly that, by focusing both on performance and prediction times, the
implementation of prediction times allowed the ensembles to achieve a
good performance within a short span of time. However, the chosen
threshold of 300 s is arbitrary and the results might have been different,
if the threshold had been higher or lower. In fact, the total prediction
time of the final ensemble for the entire study area was much lower
than the maximum threshold of 10 h. This shows that we could have
chosen a higher threshold for the test areas without exceeding the
threshold for the entire study area.

Bagging the hillclimb dataset improved the performance across
most values of f both with and without prediction times implemented.
This finding shows that bagging the hillclimb dataset worked as in-
tended, reducing the tendency to overfitting and lowering the im-
portance of adjusting f. However, it ultimately proved unnecessary, as
the best performance within 300 s was the same with and without
bagging the hillclimb dataset. We cannot rule out the possibility that
bagging the hillclimb dataset would be useful in other circumstances,
but in this study, adjusting f was sufficient.

4.3. Final ensemble

The models in the final ensemble represented a large variety of
methods, but nearly all the models used the dataset with only 10 PCs as
input data. The mean performance of the models in the ensemble was
on par with the mean performance of the models in the library as a
whole, but their prediction times were substantially lower. The pre-
valence of models trained with only 10 PCs is probably due to their
short prediction times relative to their performance. The diversity of the
chosen models shows that the algorithm avoided overfitting by
choosing dissimilar models. Nevertheless, the probabilities predicted by
the models in the ensemble displayed a higher degree of internal cor-
relation than the models in the library as a whole. The use of the same
dataset in the training of nearly all the models in the ensemble probably
explains this. To some extent, the results are a compromise between
model diversity and short prediction times.
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Table 3
Importance of principal components (PCs) and covariates. The table gives the mean im-
portance of the PCs in the models in the final ensemble, which provided variable im-
portance measures as well as the range of the importance measures for each PC. The table
also gives the weighed importance of the 20 most important covariates. The weighed
importance is the sum of the absolute weights of each covariate over the PCs weighed by
the mean importance of each PC.

Rank PC Importance;
Mean (min - max)

Covariate Importance;
Mean (min -
max)

1 PC3 100.0
(100.0–100.0)

Clay_c 98.8
(88.9–100.0)

2 PC1 37.1 (0.0–73.0) Clay_b 98.8
(90.5–100.0)

3 PC4 14.8 (0.0–36.7) Clay_a 98.0
(91.6–100.0)

4 PC8 12.9 (0.0–35.2) Clay_d 95.2 (85.4–98.2)
5 PC10 11.8 (0.0–44.0) Precipitation 88.4 (74.2–97.6)
6 PC7 10.3 (0.0–47.7) GeoregL3 (Western

Jutland)
80.6
(64.0–100.0)

7 PC6 9.8 (0.0–33.2) dc 74.4 (69.1–78.6)
8 PC2 4.9 (0.0–19.7) GeologyL7 (Clayey till) 71.0 (57.7–75.5)
9 PC9 3.1 (0.0–24.7) GeologyL8 (Sandy till) 70.5 (52.4–87.3)
10 PC5 0.8 (0.0–6.8) gwd_model 69.1 (54.9–77.9)
11 PC11 0.5 (0.0–19.0) LandscapeL9 (Glacial

outwash plain)
69.1
(42.6–100.0)

12 PC20 0.2 (0.0–8.7) GeologyL10
(Glaciofluvial sand)

68.5 (44.7–96.7)

13 PC13 0.2 (0.0–7.6) LandscapeL10 (Saalian
moraine)

67.4 (42.4–88.7)

14 PC12 0.2 (0.0–6.7) gwd_intp 67.2 (49.1–78.2)
15 PC15 0.1 (0.0–4.2) vdtochn 64.9 (51.2–70.4)
16 PC18 0.1 (0.0–3.3) Elevation 63.9 (50.1–81.0)
17 PC19 0.1 (0.0–3.2) ndmi 61.6 (48.9–71.2)
18 PC14 0.0 (0.0–1.7) Demdetrend 61.2 (36.9–83.4)
19 PC16 0.0 (0.0–0.7) Wetland 60.4 (41.5–73.4)
20 PC17 0.0 (0.0–0.0) GeoregL8 (Eastern

Denmark)
57.1 (49.2–67.0)
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There was only moderate correlation between the prediction times
for the test areas and the total area for the models in the final ensemble.
The ensemble is not a representative sample of the model library, and it
may explain the absence of a strong correlation. However, at the same
time there was little variation in the prediction times between the in-
dividual test areas for each model. It is therefore unlikely that a higher
number of test areas would improve the prediction times from the test
areas as a proxy for the prediction times for the total area. In fact, it is
likely that only a single test area would be necessary for the purpose.

Future studies may want to adjust the importance of prediction
times in the selection of models. A simple solution would be an ex-
ponential transformation for a higher importance or a logarithmic
transformation for lower importance.

Overall, the final ensemble had a better performance than nearly all
models in the library. Furthermore, the only model that had a con-
sistently better performance than the ensemble also had a very long
prediction time of 193 s. This is a shorter prediction time than the total
prediction time of the ensemble. However, the fact that only a highly
complex model with a long prediction time can achieve a better pre-
dictive performance than the ensemble affirms the viability of the en-
semble technique.

The complexity of the models or the ensemble necessary to achieve

a good prediction of artificially drained areas casts doubt on the effi-
cacy of very simple decision tree models in the prediction of artificially
drained areas. Numerous studies have used these simple models to map
artificially drained areas or mask out areas without need of artificial
drainage. In fact, Naz et al. (2009) found flaws in the results produced
by the decision tree model of the same study. The authors found that
artificial drainage systems were present in areas, which should not re-
quire them and absent in areas where they should have been necessary
according to the model.

There was a clear relationship between the mean probability of
artificial drainage predicted by the models in the ensemble and the
accuracy of the prediction. The map of the mean probability can
therefore serve as an indicator of the reliability of the prediction. On the
other hand, the SD between the probabilities predicted by the models in
the ensemble was largely unrelated to the accuracy of the prediction. It
is therefore not suitable for this purpose.

On the other hand, some of the larger deviations between the
probabilities predicted by the models may be results of differences in
the ways that the methods calculate class probabilities. For example,
decision tree methods usually calculate class probabilities based on the
end nodes in the tree, while logistic regression calculates the class
probabilities as a continuous function.

Fig. 9. Example of the prediction of artificially drained areas from Test Area 2. A–F show the probability of artificial drainage predicted by six of the models in the ensemble all trained
using the dataset containing the first 10 principal components (PCs). A: Boosted logistic model (LogitBoost). B: Decision tree model with extreme gradient boosting (xgbTree). C:
Multivariate adaptive regression splines with generalized cross validation (gcvEarth). D: Flexible discriminant analysis (fda). E: Generalized linear model with stepwise feature selection
(glmStepAIC). F: Linear discriminant analysis (lda2). G: Mean probability of artificial drainage predicted by the final ensemble. H: Predicted extent of artificially drained areas. I: Standard
deviation (SD) of the probability of artificial drainage predicted by models in the final ensemble.
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The largest SDs between the probabilities predicted by the models in
the final ensemble appear in small areas, while the smallest SDs appear
in large, relatively uniform areas. This pattern suggests that the largest
SDs appear in areas with sparse representation in the training data.
However, this circumstance does apparently not affect the reliability of
the predictions in these areas.

4.4. Covariate importance

Although only a fraction of the models in the ensemble could pro-
vide covariate importance measures, it appears that many of the most
important covariates in this study were also important in other studies.
Many of the studies mapping artificially drained areas used the soil
drainage class to some extent (Gökkaya et al., 2017; Hirt et al., 2005;
Naz et al., 2009; Naz and Bowling, 2008; Northcott et al., 2000; Sugg,
2007; Tetzlaff et al., 2009; Verma et al., 1996). In this study, it was the
seventh most important covariate.

Studies have also used other soil properties in the mapping, such as
soil type, soil texture and geology (Behrendt et al., 2003; Hirt et al.,
2005; Tetzlaff et al., 2009; Verma et al., 1996). In the present study, we
did not use the soil type directly. However, we used a number of
parameters relating to the soil, such as clay content, geology, landscape

elements and georegions, which all proved to be important for the
prediction.

Despite the frequent use of aerial and satellite imagery in other
studies (Gökkaya et al., 2017; Naz et al., 2009; Naz and Bowling, 2008;
Northcott et al., 2000; Tetzlaff et al., 2009; Thayn et al., 2011; Verma
et al., 1996), only one of the satellite-derived products were amongst
the 20 most important covariates in this study. This covariate, ndmi,
represents the relationship between near infrared and shortwave in-
frared reflectance, which corresponds well with the importance of color
and shortwave infrared images in other studies (Gökkaya et al., 2017;
Northcott et al., 2000; Thayn et al., 2011; Verma et al., 1996).

Although precipitation and depth to the groundwater were im-
portant in this study, only Tetzlaff et al. (2009) used these two cov-
ariates for mapping artificially drained areas. On the other hand, the
surface slope had only intermediate importance in this study, ranking
28 amongst the covariates, while several studies used it for mapping
artificially drained areas (Gökkaya et al., 2017; Naz et al., 2009; Naz
and Bowling, 2008; Tetzlaff et al., 2009; Thayn et al., 2011). Indeed,
not counting the depth to the groundwater, only three topographic
covariates were important in this study: the elevation, the detrended
elevation and vertical depth to the channel network. Of these, only the
elevation played a role in another study (Northcott et al., 2000).

Fig. 10. Ensemble predictions for the study area.
A: Mean probability of artificial drainage, pre-
dicted by the models in the final ensemble. B:
Prediction of artificially drained areas from the
final ensemble. C: Standard deviation (SD) of the
probability of artificial drainage predicted by the
models in the final ensemble. D: Principal com-
ponent (PC) 3 of the covariate layers; the most
important variable for the prediction of artifi-
cially drained areas.
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5. Conclusion

The application of the selective ensemble technique was overall
quite successful, as it provided a highly accurate prediction of artifi-
cially drained areas within a feasible span of time. In terms of accuracy,
the results were on par with or better than the best individual machine
learning models in the study.

Bagging the hillclimb dataset showed promising results, as it im-
proved the predictive performance of the ensembles in nearly all cases.
However, adjusting the size of the randomly sampled fraction of models
available for selection ultimately proved a sufficient procedure for
avoiding overfitting. Nevertheless, bagging the hillclimb dataset may be
useful in other circumstances.

On the other hand, implementing prediction times into the selection
of models for the ensemble greatly improved the performance relative
to the total prediction time of the ensemble. Models trained with
principal components had a better performance and shorter prediction
times than models trained with the raw covariates. Consequently, they
dominated the final ensemble.

Many of the covariates, which were important to the prediction of
artificially drained areas, have also been used to map drainage pipes or
artificially drained areas in other studies. However, the complexity of
the best models and the optimal ensembles in this study demonstrate
the limitations of models constructed from a priori knowledge. In
contrast, the study shows that machine learning is a viable strategy for
mapping artificially drained areas, if observations are at hand.

We carried out our study at a national level, and it is likely that
machine learning approaches are best suited for large areas. For smaller
areas, such as farm and field level studies, the best approaches probably
include proximal sensors such as ground-penetrating radar and elec-
tromagnetic induction.

Soil drainage has a large impact on agriculture and the hydrological
system. Therefore, the prediction of artificially drained areas is integral
to protecting the environment and improving agricultural practices. We
hope that this study will play a role in the development of better maps
of artificially drained areas, both on the field level and in larger areas.

Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.geoderma.2018.01.018.
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